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ABSTRACT

In terms of the R matrix of ihe quantum group SL,q(2), the explicit Minkowski coordi-
nate commutation relations in the four-dimensional quantum space-time are given, and the invari-
ance of the Minkowski metric is shown. The differential calculus in this quantum space-time is
discussed and the corresponding commutation relations are proposed.
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1. Introduction

Since the topic "quantum group" was initiated by the Leningrad school about
ten years ago [1], it has attracted more and more interests in both physics and
mathematics.

From the physical point of view the word "quantum" is in fact not exactly
what people usually mean in physics concerning those phenomena characterized by
the Planck's constant ft, or the canonical quantization of a classical system. But
the spectacular thing is that these quantum groups appear in quite diverse phy-
sical fields [2], including nonlinear evolution equations, solvable statistical models,
integrable field theory models, conforma! field theories (all of them are in low di-
mensions) and so on. As to its mathematical aspect, the word "group" is also
not really a group in its exact meaning. Essentially it is Hopf algebra, or the uni-
versal enveloping of a Lie algebra. Relating to this the theories of pseudogroups,
pseudospaces, noncommutative differential geometries [3—6] and other topics have
been developed in mathematics. All those objects can be considered as "deforma-
tion", or "quantization" (if it is understood properly), of corresponding classical
ones. In an alternative physical language, the usual symmetries of Lie groups have
their deformed counterparts which also occupy their positions in physics.

Natural questions then follow : Can such a widely covering concept find certain
new application? Can the deformed symmetries be extended to new physical
domains?

The quantum group SLq(2) , as known, is the symmetry of quantum planes
•4'l° and A°^ [4] described by the commutation relations

xy — qyx = 0

and

* Permanent address.

respectively. If we consider these degrees of freedom as some two-component
spinors (the 5-spinors), those commutation relations may indicate new types of
statistics, the former is the modified Bose-Einstein's and the latter is the modi-
fied Fermi-Dirac's. It is well-known that in the conventional relativistic quantum
field theory, the two types of statistics coexist with the Lorentz invariance, which
describes the fundamental structure of space-time in the world at our reach. There-
fore new type of statistics may in its turn indicate new type of space-time structure.
In the framework of quantum field theory the space-time is nothing but the pa
rameter space labelling the degrees of freedom of the system , and in the special
theory of relativity this parameter space is a manifold, the Minkowski space. But
mathematics supports physics with more spaces than manifold. Couldn't physics
survive in, say, an algebraic space-time?



Motivated by this idea, research on the quantum space-time is carrying on.
The structure of 'luantum space-time and deformed Lorentz group and algebra
have been described [7 -10]. Also the g-spinor calculus was investigated [12]. P.
Podles and W. L. Wovonowicz [7] introduced S£,(2), which they called quan-
tum Lorentz group directly, by the cartesian product of quantum group S{/,(2)(~
50,(3)} and its Puntryagin dual. From the mathematical point of view the quan-
tum group S£,(2) is interesting because it is non-compact and yet no general
theory for non-compact quantum group is available. But from the physical point
of view the noncnmpaitness may be less important. And they said little about
the homomorphic quanium group 50,(3, 1), which is more direct to the quantum
space-time. U. C;irow Watamura et.al. [8] constructed the quantum space-time
by means of a method analogous to the twister theory, which is more physical.
W. B. Schmidke <t,al. [10] did it similarly. As to the differential calculus in the
quantum space-time, P Podles and S. L. Woronowicz in the same paper claimed
that they cnmpleiely s lived it. But their formulation is too abstract to see its
content clearly.

In this paper we <liscuss the izitroducing of the quantum 6pace-time more
closely to ReTs.(8 and 110], but give its explicit Minkowski invariance (Section 2),
which has not a|i ieare I before. The more important problem of the differential
calculus in the qn intur i space-time is investigated by using the formulation given
by J. Wess and H Zuri'ino [13] (Section :i). In the last section we discuss possible
prospect of the theory.

2. Explicit Mil kowski invurianee of the quantum space-time

Quite parallel to tl e classical case, we define the undotted g-spinor

obeys the equation

and transforms as

in which

satisfies the conditions

xy - qyr — 0

-' = Mz,

(1)

(2)

ab qba - e,d - qdc = uc - qca — bd - qdb = be — cb = 0,

ad qbc - da - q ]cb 1. (3)

and thus keeps the Eqn.(l) invariant in form, if the entries of z and M commute
with each other. We say that the quantum matrix M belongs to the quantum
group SL,(2) if the above conditions are satisfied.3

Then we introduce the g-spinor metric

«*
(4)

and the R matrix of 51,(2),

R = (5)

with
w — q-

R obeys the (modified) Yang-Baxter equation (YBE)

(R ® R){R ® 1) = (1 ® R)(R ® R), (6)

where 1 represents 2 x 2 unit matrix.5 This equation, also called braid equation,
exhibits a representation of the braid group. YBE is important because it is just a
consistency condition when we consider more g-spinors which are noncommutative
between each other [8], In terms of the matrix e Eqns.(l) and (3) can be rewritten
into alternative forms. Eqn.(l) is

zTtz = 0, (7)

and Eqn.(3) is
MTEM = MEMT = E. (8)

And the matrix R also can be used to put those relations into other different forms.
They are

z ®z -q-*R{z® z) (9)

for Eqn.(l), and
H(M®M) = (M®M)A (10)

and
Det, M = ad qbc = da - q~lcb - 1 (11)

for Eqn.(3), where Det, M is the quantum determinant of M and is the center of
the algebra defined by Eqn.(lO).

'P. Podlei and S. L Woronowic* defined 5£,(2) matrix by additional commutation relations
of a, k,c,d with a',h',e',d'. But their relation* are not unique, u to be KCII below.

3In this Kction we UK rrtAtrii notations.



The dotted <j-spinor i satisfies the same relation as z,

£ ® i = q

but transforms in a different way,

i ' = Ml,

(12)

(13)

wher
M = eMTl. (14)

The "-conjugation here should be understood as the "-operation in the C-algebra.
This operation is an algebraic antihotnomorphism, i.e.,

(a*)" = b'a\

and is juM the complex conjugation for a number. We consider only the case of
real q, bo. ausc thus the quantum group 5(7,(2} ~ 50,(3) is a subset of SL,(2)
[6—Hj. It ;s easy to prove that M satisfies the same relations as M when q is real,

and

Det, A? ^ 1,

thus M nlso belongs to 51,(2). And if i is related to z by

(15)

(16)

(17)

Eqn.(13) is satisfied automatically because of Eqn.(2), but we need no direct use
of this relation below. As to the commutation relations between z and 2, as well
as A! and W, it has been shown [8] that just because R obeys YBE, the following
relations ;ire consistent with the above ones and with one another,

z = ez~,

2 = q'R(i ® z)

where q' is another parameter, and

(18)

(19)

By mean. , of re la t ion ( 1 4 ) , E q n . ( 1 9 ) gives t h e c o m m u t a t i o n r e l a t i ons of a,b,c,d

wi th a',b' ,c',d' as follows,

ad' - d'a — be' - c'b = cr' - e'e = 0,

ac" — qc'a = c~d - qdc' - 0,

a'b — qba' = tiirfc",

(20)
a'a — aa' = q'^ucc ,

(id* — d'd = 9 'ii)cc',

uid'd — qb'b — uiaa' - qbb~.

They are different from those given in Refs.[7] and [10], but are self-consistent.

Then by z and 2 we construct a four-component vector V,

..1 '

v= (21)

which transforms as
V = (Af 9 M)V. (22)

It is not difficult to get the commutation relation for V by means of those for z
and * (Bqns.(9), (12) and (18)). It is

(23)

where
(24)

is a 16 x 16 matrix. It is very important that this 7J matrix satisfies YBE also
because R does [8], i.e.,

{K ® / ){/ ® n)CR. ® /) = (/ ® n)(n ® / ) ( / ® n), (25)

where / is 4 x 4 unit matrix, and we shall see YBE is necessary for the consistency
of the theory of differential calculus in quantum space. The explicit commutation
relations oi vx,v7,v3,v* are

f v2v3 - v3v> = 0,

VlV2 - t)1!!1 = wu'u3 ,

V*V* - U 4 ! ) 1 = U1V3V4,

q2v*V* = 0,

(26)

and they are covariant under the transformation (22). Also very important is that
we proved the element

J = v'v* - ) ' » '» ' (27)

is the center of the algebra and is invariant under tansformations. Later J becomes
the quantum counterpart of the length of a Minkowski space-time vector, as to be
seen. The algebra defined by Eqn.(26) has another remarkable feature of possessing
a linear center, which is a linear combination of t! e generators and commutes with
all of them. It is

v° = v7 - qv3. (28)

In fact we can forget Eqn.(21) and define V being a basis of vector represen-
tation of 5 t , (2 ) which satisfies Eqn.(23) and transforms according to Eqn.(22).



In this sense V is a "complex" vector because no conjugation relation for V is
required. If we want to put some constraint on V and its "-conjugation, it must
be covariant under the transformation (22). Suppose the constraint is

V" = TV,

then the requirement of covariance leads to

where

P =

and explicitly the conjugation relations are

(v1)- = -q~lv\ {v2y = v2, (t)3)" = v\ (t>4)* = -qv\

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

It is obvious that J is now real in the sense of J' — J.

With thosp conjugation relation, vl,u?,v3,t>4 can be transformed into real
Minkowski coordinates by letting

X ---- (33)

where

and

/ 0 ch7

(ch27)= 0

i(ch27)> 0

0 ch7

(34)

7 =• In q,

A = 2ch27/ch7.

By this trntisfnrmation of basis of the algebra, we have proved that x^(fi ~ 0,1,2,3)
is real, and the central invariant J becomes of the form (up to an overall scale)

(35)

where

V =

( 1 0 0 0
0 - 1 0 0
0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 - 1

(36)

is just the Minkowski metric. And the quantum time x" is proportional to the
linear center v°:

x° = (ch7)t/\ (37)

The commutation relation for Minkowski vector X is

=B{X®X),

where

Explicitly the relations are

(38)

(39)

(40)

where [a,b] = ofc — 6a as usual and

These relations are useful when we derive the expression (35) for J. Notice that in
this Minkowski basis the metric T\ itself is not g-dependent, although the commuta-
tion relations are. Eqn.{38) is covariant under the quantum Lorentz transformation

where, in terms of M and S,

(41)

(42)

is the quantum Lorentz matrix. A satisfies the well-known equation

\Tr,\=fl, (43)

but its matrix elements are no longer commutative. Instead, A obeys the relation

B(A®A) = (A 8 A)6, (44)



and this is just the reason why Rqn.(38) is covariant.

Therefore we have explicitly realized the symmetry 50,(3,1) in the quan-
tum space-time. The disparity between "space" and "time" in the quantum case
is deeper than in the classical one, because quantum time is commutative with
quantum space and the latter itself is not commutative.

Also it should be mensioned that in addition to the quantum symmetry
SO,(3,1), the quantum space-time has another ordinary (classical) U(\) sym-
metry. ' If we rotate the Xy-X2 plane classically, i.e. make a transformation

f xv = cos Ox1 -sinBx2,

\ x1' = S\n9x' +COS0X1,

the commutation relation (40) will keep its form invariant. Therefore the quantum
space-time possesses the symmetry 50,(3,1) ® U(l).

3. Differential calculus in QMS

The physical requirement to the Quantum Minkowski Spacetime (QMS) is
not only the 50,(3,1) symmetry, but also the possibility of defining consistent
differential calculus.

A general formulation of covariant differential calculus in a quantum space has
been given by J. Wess and B. Zumino [13]- By introducing partial differentiation
d and exterior differentiation ii with Leibniz rule

p (46)

where P is the r;mk of / , and C'artan rule

d1 = 0, (47)

they suggested following commutation relations for the coordinate z l, differential
{' — dx' and partial differentiation 3, = d/dx' in a quantum space, B

( 4 8 )

did-, --

*Ref,[lO] also found the additional t/(l) symmetry in ^-deformed Lorentz algebra. But their
view point is different, because they considered it a phage transformation in g-Bpinor space, which
does not change the four-vector.

sIn this section we use tensor notation or compact tensor notation, and it ifl eofiy to transit
from matrix notation to tensor notation and vice versa.

and these relations are consistent when the matrices B,C,F satisfy the following
constraints, *

{En - flis)(£» + Cxi) = 0, (49)

and
wijGnOii -— uui^nOn1 (511

in which £ represents unit matrix. Note that Eqn.(53) is juBt YBE.

Therefore our problem is that can we find a set of matrices in QMS which
satisfies Eqns.(49)—(51)? Now that the vector V is merely ordiniry linear trans-
formation of Minkowski vector X, and vice versa, we shall work with V instead of
X for simplicity. V obeys

which is the compact tensor form of Eqn.(23).

It is well-known that the characteristic equation for matrix R is

{R-qt)(R + g~iI)=0. (53)

And by Eqn.(24) the matrix K then satisfies [9]

{R - q'E){ii + E)(R - q~*E) = 0, (54)

where E is 16 x 16 unit matrix, or, in a comparable form with Eqns.(49) and (50),

(E - q~2n)(E + ii}{E - q
2n) = o (55)

But the number of factors in them is different, how can we construct matrices
B, C, F in terms of matrix 7£? The solution to this problem lies in that the matrix
in Eqn.(52) is not unique. By applying it twice we get

V.̂ fl-̂ V.V,, (56)

and even some proper combinations of q~2"R. and q~tr^ express the same commu-
tation relations for V. Therefore we recombine the factors in Eqn.(55) to get

(q1 + q'^ii + K.1) = 0, (57)

(58)

and find that Eqns.(52) and (56) are equivalent to

eIn their paper [13] they required more constraints over matrice* B, C, F. But it can be shown
that the following conditions are sufficient.



:«t w «* «w—-..MUi

So this indicates the choice

B = F =

c = it.
(59)

Indeed by this choice Et;ns.(57) and (25) (YBE for H ) are coincident with Eqns.
(49)—(51). Therefore we succeed in constructing the covariant differential calculus
in QMS, by replacing in Eqn.(48) x by t>, £ by dv, d/dx' by d/dvi and matrices
B,C,F by those denned in Eqn.(59).

Now we exhibit all of those relations as follows. The commutation relations
for v' have been given in Eqn.(2fi). Those for ij>' = dvl are

= 0,

= 0,

(60)

And other four srts arc shown Uclow in Eqns.(61)—(64), respectively, in which
di = dldv',

iih - 0,

- q~2dAd2 = 0,

(61)

v-^,i _ V V - v\<3 - tfv* = 0,

V = 0,

(62)

11

i _ •

- v3di = d<v' - v^t = 0,

v3
 T ?

1w3d4 = 0,

ftu3 — t>38; = q 1u»

V * - t>43, = -q\

A 3 3 I n 2 3 a i f 2 3 \
t/iU ^ g v O\ ~ —ow v fj\ -r [g ijj — w )

(63)

(64)

Prom Eqn.(61) we find that the operator

n = o-\ Oi — g O2O3 \ "^J

commutes with the four partial differentiations, i.e.,

and it is also invariant. When g —» 1, all sets of the above commutation relations
turn to the classical differential calculus, i.e., v*,ij>',di are commutative except 1̂*
themselves are anti-commutative and

12



4. Discussions

Currently many attempts of generalizing the framework of quantum groups
to some fundamental physical concepts surh as space-time, particles [11], matter
and gauge fields [14—17], statistics and others are in progress. Our work is among
them and mainly devoted to the problem of differential calculus in QMS.

B. Zumino once wrote [8] : " The ultimate aim of this types of investigation is
to formulate a independent quantum field theory." In order to reach this goal much
work h;is to be done For example, if a q spinor forms a "field", it will depend on
some continuous parameters, say, the quantum space-time coordinates, then what
is the commutation relations between fields at different points? And, in order to
formulate certain kind of dynamics of fields we have to integrate over the para-
meter space, then what is the covariant integration over the quantum space-time?
And still more questions can be asked. All of them might need heavy work to
answer, and we might see some light of a new physical formulation after that.
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